
Materials: Large sheets of
paper, (a roll of wallpaper is
ideal.)
Oil Pastels, chalk pastels, paint
and large brushes. 
Images. 
Starter - Children to decide on
their chosen subject to create,
sketching images from internet
searches, find one in a book or
real found materials or take a
photo.

Topic : Spring
Activity : Go Large with your
drawing.

C

Activity - Playing with scale
when drawing.

Using images from your chosen collection have a try at drawing the follow the
outline of the shapes, making marks on the paper. 
Experiment with painting to create texture, using different sized brushes, and in
different ways, vary the amount of paint you use. Don't be frightened of really
experimenting to find techniques you like. You decide what you like the best and
then make a final 'best piece.' Try using a couple of shapes and colours together.
Simple shapes can be really effective. 
Then concentrate on the 

Artist links. Georgia O'keefe - Georgia takes a snapshot of part of your drawing 



Career Link: Artist / Illustrator, printer, textile designer. 

Vocabulary: Collection, loose parts, collage, arrangement, edit, rearrange, collate,
print, press, mono print.

Differentiation: The children will meet this at their own level.

Evaluation: At a couple of points through the lesson have a plenary, a mini
discussion, where pupils say again what they like, notice and wonder about each
others work. They will get ideas and inspiration from each other. that will extend
their skills. Use the 'Creative Stars' self evaluation tool to decide which creative
habit has been used today.

Check out the amazing bugs and butterflies made by the artist Raku Inoue 
.Look at all of the materials you have collected, decide what shapes you like.
Think about the size of your composition.
Arrange into compositions, rearrange, without any need to stick down.
Photograph your work with ipads for sharing.

Get started by .....

Examples :


